NEW OPTIONS IMPORTANT NEED

Many Technology Graduates New Employed by Bell System

A fair indication of the need which the new Communication Option in Course Y.A. is destined to fill can be obtained when one considers the number of Institute graduates who have been employed by the Bell Telephone System since its inception.

Already over 270 Technicians in this Field have taken jobs at the various Bell System offices. Many of these graduates are not in their first jobs at the Bell System; some have changed from one Bell System office to another, or from one telephone company to another. This is a fact which indicates the wide opportunities for the graduates of the Institute who have been prepared for technical positions.

In this connection it is interesting to note that many graduates appear to be satisfied with their work. The Bell System takes into its employ the graduates of the Institute for a period of at least five years, and then, if satisfied with their work, offers them the opportunity to remain with the company.

This is the best way to retain the services of the graduates of the Institute, and to keep them interested in their work. The Bell System is well known for its excellent training facilities, and many graduates have found a career in the company which they would have been unable to find in any other.